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ASTRONOMICAL

SOCIETY

The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, non-profit organization of amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings
on the first and third Thursdays of each month, starting at 7:30 P.M., as follows:
1st. Thursday
Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Rd.
Bloomfield Hills, MI

3rd. Thursday
Macomb County Community College
South Campus
Building B, Room 216
14500 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, MI

Membership is open to those interested in astronomy and its related fields. Dues are as follows:
Student...$8 College...$12 Senior Citizen...$12 Individual...$17 Family...$22
Sky and Telescope Magazine is available for $14.50 per year, and Astronomy Magazine for $14.00 per year.
Send membership applications and dues to the Treasurer, for faster service.
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MAILING ADDRESS
Warren Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 474
East Detroit, MI 48021

- Meets at Northern Cross Observatory, Fenton, MI
- Meets at Stargate Observatory, Ray Center, MI
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SOCIETY

PAPER

Editor: Ken Kelly / 839-7250 Send all articles to THE WASP, 19209 Mapleview, Detroit, MI 48205.
The W.A.S.P. is the official publication of the Warren Astronomical Society and is available free to all club members.
NEWSLETTER EXCHANGES: Send your Newsletters to: THE WASP, P.O. Box 474, East Detroit, MI 48021.
NOTE: Newsletters or change of address notices sent to other addresses may not reach the Editor.
All Articles should be submitted at least one week prior to the Macomb meeting.

STARGATE

OBSERVATORY

Observatory Chairman: Riyad Matti / 548-7511
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction with Rotary International.
Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12.5 inch club-built Cassegrain telescope under an aluminum
dome. The Observatory is open to all members of the club in accordance with 'THE STARGATE OBSERVATORY CODE OF CONDUCT'.
Those wishing to use the observatory must call by 7:00 p.m. (in the evening of the observing session. Lectures are given
at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or Saturday night, depending on the weather and
the lecturer's personal schedule. The observatory is at latitude 42 deg 45 min 43.5 sec, longitude 82,deg 55 min 25.9
sec.

LECTURER’S

LIST

Lecturers should check with Camp Rotary to determine whether the Scouts are staying at the camp and to inform the Ranger
the day and time of the lecture. If you cannot lecture on your scheduled weekend, please make arrangements to switch
weekends with another lecturer or call the Chairman as early as possible. The lecturers for the coming weekends are:

June 19/20
26/27
July
6/7
10/11

Jon Root .......... 464-7908
Riyad Matti ....... 548-7511
Russ Patten ....... 588-0799
Mike Bennett ...... 651-7991

July 17/18
24/25
Aug.
0/1
7/8

Clyde Burdette ..749-3295
James Yax .......465-9897
Steve Aggas .....469-8773
Alan Rothenberg .355-5844

June

20

-

Summer Solstice Party at Doug Bock's.
See Flyer, or call Doug Bock for details. – 1-750-9369.

July

2

-

Meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science, 7:30 P.M.
Alan Rothenberg will give the highlights of the Apollo
Rendevous.

July

16

-

General Meeting at Macomb Community College, 7:30 P.M.

Aug.

1

-

There will be a special program at the stony Creek Nature
Center Auditorium at 8:00 P.M. Ken Kelly will give a talk on
the Astronomy of 150 Years ago

HOODED SWEATSHIRTS WITH

W.A.S. LOGO ..... $20.00

JACKETS WITH W.A.S. LOGO ................ $40.00
You must
See Alan

have a deposit
Rothenberg for

to order
details.

the above items.

MINUTES OF THE MACOMB BUSINESS MEETING, MAY 21, 1981 BY ALICE STROM
A letter of appreciation from Cranbrook was read concerning Astronomy Day.
Voting for officers of the Astronomical League took place.
The balance in the treasury as of the beginning of the month is $382.08.
A talk will be given by club member Bob Keller at Camp Tamarack for about 100 elementary
students on June 3.
The contact for Eagle Pointe observing with the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is
Lorison Durocher, 1-519-728-1332.
The program tonight was a talk by Alan Rothenberg on the moon, and one by Mike Potter of
the Space Telescope Institute on the work he is doing. The program at Cranbrook May 7 was a
planetarium show by Jeff Bass of Cranbrook, and a videotape of the occultation of Venus.

Summer Solstice Party
Northern Cross Observatory
June 20, 1987
Morning Golf Outing
Afternoon Cookout
Evening Observing
Come and enjoy the day!
Bring your own food and a dish to pass.
For more information call: Doug Bock 1-750-9869

Warren Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 474
East Detroit, MI 48021
May 14, 1987
Dear Mr. Rothenberg,
On behalf of Cranbrook Institute of Science and myself, I would like to give my heartiest
thanks to yourself and the WAS for the excellent job they did in making this years
Astronomy Day a success. I would also like to especially thank Russ Patten, Clyde
Burdett, Ken Kelly, Ken Strom and Riyad Matti for the fine presentations they made during
the afternoon in our Science Theater. The enthusiasm that was shown by all of the members
of the Warren Astronomical Society who displayed their telescopes, gave talks and
presentations and were generally helpful in showing the public just what astronomy was
all about, presented to our patrons the fact that the WAS is an important resource in the
community, and a source of enrichment in peoples lives. I look forward to many more such
collaborations.
Once again, thanks for a job well done!
Sincerely,
Jeffery Bass
Astronomy Coordinator

THE STARS - FIXED OR MOVING?
By Ken Kelly

It was none other than Edmund Halley who announced the discovery of proper motion in 1718
(1). He said that the positions of Sirius, Procyon and Arcturus had changed substantially since
Ptolemy had recorded their positions in 150 A.D. Thru precise observations of stars, astronomers
gradually accumulated evidence that most of the stars in the sky are moving, slowly but surely.
Although astronomers knew that stars were moving, the term "Fixed Star" was not relegated to the
trash can until the early twentieth century. Simon Newcomb, for example, could hardly avoid
contradicting himself when he said, "Each fixed star is ... so widely separated from all others
that ... it may be supposed to move in a straight line with uniform velocity" (2). He didn't say
how a fixed star could be moving.
The term "Fixed stars" came from the ancient idea that these stars were fixed to a crystal
sphere which surrounded the earth. They were contrasted with the "moving stars", which today we
call "planets", The spheres were thought to rotate around the earth once a day. The total proper
motion of a star is denoted by the Greek letter Mu. star catalogues break it up into components
Mu-sub-alpha for the component in Right Ascension, and Mu-sub-delta (or Mu') for the component in
Declination. In older catalogues, it is expressed in seconds of arc per year, but some of the
newer catalogues, such as the FK4 (3) express it in seconds of arc per century. All stars have
some measurable proper motion, and it is important to apply this motion when precessing stars from
one equinox and equator to another, and also when changing positions from the epoch of observation
to a standard epoch.
The sign of the proper motion is very important. Also, when a star has a southern
declination, the seconds are negative, and the proper motion should always be added algebraically
(taking due regard to the sign of each number). The following example from the FK4 will illustrate
the point:
FK4#
STAR
R.A. (1950)
Mu
Dec. (1950)
Mu'
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------59
TAU CET
1 41 44.661
-11.937
-16 12 0.51
+85.82
Here, Mu' is the proper motion in declination for 100 years. When we precess the position to the
year 2000 without applying proper motion, we get:
R.A. (2000) =
Adding P.M. (50 years)

1h 44m 10.121s,
-5.968s
--------------lh 44m 4.153s

Dec. = -15d 56' 58.08"
+42.91"
---------------15d 56' 15.17"

Notice that we added only half of the proper motion given in the table, and that we added
algebraically. The example shows that adding the proper motion over a 50 year period did make a
difference in the position arrived at, although one may not notice the difference in a telescope.

There is another quantity which is sometimes printed in a star catalogue, and that is the
centennial variation of the proper motion. Off hand, one would not think that the proper motion of
a star would change over time, and it really doesn't. However, the numerical value of it changes
due to changing geometry on the surface of the celestial sphere, the main reason being the change
of declination because of precession.
To continue the above example, the centennial variation of P.M. for Tau Ceti is given in
the FK4 as +0.048 in R.A. and +0.87 in Declination. In order to use it, however, one cannot simply
multiply it by the time as we did with the proper motion. The complete formula is as follows: a(l)
= a(0) + Mu * T + (dMu/dT) * T * T / 2 where T = (t(l) - t(0)) / 100 , dMu/dT is the centennial
variation of P.M., a(0) is the original R.A. and a(1) is the final R.A. The formula for the
declination is the same except for substitution of the declination quantities. We now get the
following:
1h 44m 4.153s
-15d 15.17"
Adding the centennial variation:
+0.006s
+ 0.11"
--------------------------1h 44m 4.159s
-15d 56' 15.06"
We again added the quantities algebraically to get our final answer. Notice that the amount
added due to the centennial variation was very small. Only the most precise calculations need to
have this figured in.
For further information, please refer to reference (2) below, Chapter X, and reference (4)
Chapter XI.

REFERENCES
1. A SHORT HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY, Arthur Berry, Dover Publications, New York (1961, originally
published in 1898) page 255.
2. A COMPENDIUM OF SPHERICAL ASTRONOMY, Simon Newcomb, Dover Publications, New York (1960,
originally published in 1906) page 260.
3. FOURTH FUNDAMENTAL CATALOGUE (FK4), W. Fricke, A. Kopff, Publications of the Astronomischen
Rechen-Instituts, (Nr. 10), Heidelberg, (1963).
4. TEXTBOOK ON SPHERICAL ASTRONOMY, W. M. Smart, Cambridge University Press, (1979 reprint,
originally published in 1931).
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JOHANNES HEVELIUS AND HIS CATALOG OF STARS
A significant fact that emerges from this comparison
of errors is that Hevelius was not only the last,
but also the best of the naked-eye observers; he had
improved upon the famous Tycho in both quantity and
quality of observations. If Hevelius had spent more
time in analyzing his measurements and errors and
those of Tycho, he might have made the important
discovery that the stars are not really fixed but
are slowly moving; in many thousands of years, the
constellations such as the Big Dipper completely
change their shapes.
The following diagram shows a comparison of the
differences between Tycho’s and Hevelius’s eight
stellar distances with the actual differences
between 1585and 1670, due to the proper motion of
the stars. Most of the differences between the two
observers' values are not due to instrumental and
other errors but to the fact that, during almost a
century, the stars had moved.

Positions for the four brightest Minor Planets are listed for this time period. The opposition
dates are as follows: (2) Pallas, Nay 22; (1) Ceres, June 20; (6) Hebe, July 15; (7) Iris, July
17. The diameters are as follows: Ceres 945 km, Pallas 538 km, Hebe 204 km, and Iris 208 km.
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